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1 Introduction 
Payment Provider App 

The Payment Provider app enables you to quickly import transactions that were processed by PayPal, 
Adyen or Mollie. Transactions can be imported in the Cash Receipt Journal of Microsoft Dynamics 
365 Business Central and will be mapped using references. 

Advantages: 

• Quickly import PayPal, Adyen or Mollie transactions 
• Map your payment directions to different G/L Accounts 
• Link payments to invoices or customers by using a reference in the invoice or order, and the 

payment. Even when the payment is posted before the order. 
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2 Manual 
2.1 Installation 
To install the Payment Provider App, navigate to the Microsoft Marketplace for Business Central apps 
(AppSource). From Business Central, look for ‘Extension Management’ and navigate via ‘Manage’ to 
‘Extension Marketplace’. From the Extension Marketplace you can look for the Micro-Apps Payment 
Provider App and finalize the installation. It will be installed for all companies in that environment.  

Note: if this is the first Micro-Apps app that is installed, there will be two apps installed; the Micro-
Apps Base App and the Payment Provider app. Make sure that the setting for the Micro-Apps Base 
App is set to “allowing HttpClient Request”. 

2.2 Set-up 
When the installation is completed, the ‘Payment Provider Wizard’ will pop up. If this is not the case, 
you can navigate to ‘Payment Provider Wizard’ through using the lookup function in Business 
Central. Good to know is that there is also a ‘Payment Provider Setup’ page, in case you don’t want 
to use the Wizard. 

The Wizard will guide you through the steps: 

 

Hit ‘next’ 
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2.3 Activate subscription and app 
In the next step, make sure you follow the Wizard so the subscription and the app can be activated. 

 

When both Booleans are checked, hit ‘Next’ 
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2.4 Payment Direction To Description 
The next screen gives you the option to add ‘Settled’ or ‘Refunded’ to the description of the line for 
the Adyen and PayPal payments. In the screenshot below you can see what this option does. 

 

 

Hit ‘Next’ 

2.5 Map G/L accounts 
In this next step you can map you accounts. As the Wizard says: 

Before you can import transactions, you need to set up accounts to calculate different commissions, 
deposits/withdrawals and exchange rates. To set up these accounts, choose your provider below and 
click on ‘Create Provider Accounts’. Here you need to provide the G/L Accounts that need to be used 
for the lines regarding the commissions, deposits/withdrawals and exchange rates. In case of 
different currencies, please create one line per currency code. 

As you can setup different accounts for providers PayPal, Adyen or Mollie, the Wizard asks you to 
insert these mapping lines per provider. Select the provider and hit ‘Create Provider Accounts’. For 
example: 
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Now you can insert a line per Payment direction. The import of the transaction file will recognize the 
payment direction that was used. You can map these directions to different G/L Accounts. 

Like stated before, make sure that if you use different currencies, you create a line per currency: 
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When all the directions are set up for one provider, hit ‘close’ and everything will be saved. If you 
also use another provider, use the Wizard in the same way as the first provider. 

When you are done with this step, hit ‘Next’ 

2.6 Permission Sets 
You are now at the step of configuring the Permission Sets.  

The users of the app need additional permissions to use the app. Users with the 'super' permission set 
have sufficient permissions.  

To add the necessary permissions to the user, open the user overview within Business Central. Then 
select the user who should have access to the app and assign the "Payment Provider" permission set. 

From this step, you can hit ‘Open User Overview’ so you can directly assign the permissions to the 
users that need them.  
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You can those to assign these permissions later, when hitting ‘Next’ you will get a warning in case 
you have not opened the User Overview: 

 

You can go to the next step if you hit ‘Yes’. 

 

Congrats! You are now able to use the Payment Provider App. Just hit ‘Finish’ in the screen below: 
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2.7 CSV-Format 
To correctly use the app, the CSV file needs to have a certain format for the columns. Each provider 
has a certain format. If your file has a different one, you’ll get an error when importing it. The format 
will be explained below for each provider. 

2.7.1 Adyen 
The following columns are need for importing Adyen CSV format: 

Columns  
Company Account Net Credit (NC) 
Merchant Account Commission (NC) 
Psp Reference Markup (NC) 
Merchant Reference Scheme Fees (NC) 
Payment Method Interchange (NC) 
Creation Date Payment Method Variant 
TimeZone Modification Merchant Reference 
Type Batch Number 
Modification Reference Reserved4 
Gross Currency Reserved5 
Gross Debit (GC) Reserved6 
Gross Credit (GC) Reserved7 
Exchange Rate Reserved8 
Net Currency Reserved9 
Net Debit (NC) Reserved10 
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2.7.2 PayPal 
The following columns are need for importing PayPal CSV format: 

Columns  
Date Transaction Reference 
Time Customer Email 
Time Zone Customer Name 
Description Bank Account 
Currency Shipment Cost 
Gross VAT 
Costs Invoice Reference 
Net Reference Txn Id 
Saldo  

 

2.7.3 Mollie 
The following columns are need for importing Mollie CSV format: 

Columns  
Date CustomerName 
Payment Method CustomerBankAccount 
Currency CustomerBic 
Amount PayoutCurrency 
Status PayoutAmount 
ID MerchantReference 
Description SentBackAmount 
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3 Use of the Payment Provider app 
The use of the Payment Provider app always starts at the Cash Receipt Journal. Read below how the 
app can be used. 

3.1 Import PayPal, Adyen or Mollie transactions 
From the Cash Receipt Journals you can import the files that are provided by PayPal, Adyen or Mollie. 
Go to ‘Home’ and then choose either ‘Import Adyen File’, ‘Import PayPal File’ or ‘Import Mollie File’: 

 

Choosing any of these three options, it will allow you to select a file. Just select ‘Choose’ in the screen 
seen below. 

 

You will now be able to pick a file. By doing so, you will see that all transactions are imported in the 
Cash Receipt Journal. 

3.2 Map your payment directions to different G/L Accounts 
Because of the mapping of the Payment Directions and the G/L Accounts that was done earlier, the 
app recognizes where the transactions should be posted to. 

In the Adyen example below, you can see that the ‘Fees’ are mapped to G/L Account 4690, 
‘Commissions’ are mapped to 8710, and so on.  
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This works because the mapping that is made: 

 

Every provider has its own mapping page where the payment directions can be chosen that fit that 
particular provider. The pages are: 

- Payment Accounts Adyen 
- Payment Accounts Mollie 
- Payment Accounts PayPal  

 

3.3 Link payments through reference numbers 
Another valuable addition of the Payment Provider app is that it can match transactions and invoices 
or orders, based on a mutual reference number. 

3.3.1 Matching posted invoices 
As you can see in the screenshot below, the payment is matched to a customer, and also a 
document: 

 

The provided transaction file (either PayPal, Adyen or Mollie) carries a reference number for the 
transactions. This reference is also provided in the invoice that is matched, in this case Invoice 
103221. 

When I take a look at that invoice, I can see that a reference number was provided. 
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I can also see it on the Customer Entries level: 

 

You can use up to 2 Payment Provider References.  

Now when I post the Cash Receipt Journal, the payment and the Invoice will be applied. Resulting in 
closed entries. 

 

3.3.2 Matching sales orders 
The app also offers a solution, for when a sales order is not posted yet. The reference number can be 
filled on the sales order: 
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When you import the transactions, the payment provider will make a match with the customer. In 
this case ‘Adatum Corporation’. This is because the reference is recognized and can be matched with 
a customer, even though there is no customer entry yet. 

 

When I now post my Cash Receipt Journal, the payment will be posted to the customer. But it will 
not be applied with any document or entry.  

In the Customer Entries I will be able to see the payment with its Payment Reference: 

 

When I now post my Sales Order, thus the one with the Payment Reference, a Posted Sales Invoice is 
created. Taking that Payment Reference with it in the Customer Ledger Entry: 
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Of course, the Payment and the Posted Sales Invoice are not applied now, because the payment was 
posted first. 

3.3.3 Job Queue Entry for applying when payment comes earlier 
For the scenario that is explained above, the job queue can be used. When this job queue runs, it will 
apply all invoices and payments with the same reference number(s) that are still open. Hence, the 
invoice above will be closed even though the payment was posted first. 

The invoice above is now applied with the invoice, even though the payment was posted earlier, and 
also with an earlier posting date: 

 

 

The Job Queue can run whenever it suits your business best. However, in case of many transactions, 
it is recommended to run it outside of office hours. 

For the Job Queue pick a Earliest Start Date and time, no. of minutes between runs (1140 minutes = 
24 hours) and pick on which days you want the Job Queue to run. 
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You are now ready to start using the Payment Provider App! 
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